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tools for social impact storytelling:
CREATING A CONSISTENT BRand
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key elements to
define for brand
consistency
DEFINING THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF YOUR BRAND ALLOWS YOUR TEAM - STAFF, BOARD
MEMBERS, INTERNS, AND VOLUNTEERS - TO MAINTAIN A CLEAR AND CONSISTENT PRESENCE
THAT WILL HELP BUILD BRAND RECOGNITION.

LOGO
Define your primary logo as well as any secondary versions such as horizontal layouts, word marks, or a monochromatic design. Present each
version along with how it can be used, on what types of backgrounds and in what orientations. By way of example, you might dictate that the
monochrome version of your logo (such as all white or all black) must be used on a dark color or on top of a photograph. Define the margin
that must be retained around your logo in any given application as well as whether or not you can separate the elements of your logo to use
independently of one another. As a general rule of thumb, if your organization has a lot of hands on deck at any given time we recommend
prohibiting use of secondary logo designs without permission from your marketing team. Defining these rules for logo application is the
single most effective way to protect the integrity of your brand presence

FONTS
Referencing the color wheel once again, the complementary color scheme includes colors that live across from one another in the color
wheel. For example, red and green, blue and yellow, etc. If choosing this color scheme, be sure to consider a range of tints of the colors you
choose since these colors have the same color value (amount of lightness or darkness) and can be jarring when paired as is when used sideby-side.

COLORS
Strong brands have consistent color palettes. Your brand palette will generally start with your logo and be either monochromatic, analogous,
or complementary depending on the effect you are trying to achieve. Making yours readily accessible and easy to reference in your brand
guide includes defining at minimum the RGB (web) and CMYK (print) color profiles. For maximum consistency and flexibility it can also be
helpful to include PMS and Hex profiles which a designer can easily help you identify. Don’t leave your team approximating colors based on
the logo, make sure all the profiles are easy to find as they will be referenced often. See Graphic Design Resource: Color for more.

VOICE
In addition to the visual elements of your identity, we recommend defining the voice that your brand maintains across all touch points.
Start with your values as well as the audience you are trying to engage. What energy are they attracted to? Are they looking to your brand
for trustworthy resources (calm and confident), inspiring content (energetic and optimistic), or creative collaboration (innovative and
engaging)? These attributes should help you define the voice that your brand should maintain across all copy. Describe it in as much detail as
possible, provide examples, and list attributes of your brand voice.
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choosing fonts for
your brand
WHETHER YOU’RE CREATING CONTENT FOR WEB OR FOR PRINT, THERE ARE KEY THINGS
TO KEEP IN MIND WHEN CHOOSING A FONT. ALL FONTS ARE MOST DEFINITELY NOT
CREATED EQUAL.
First things first, when choosing a font, think about your audience—who is this for and what are some keywords that
describe them? Keep these keywords in mind when looking at fonts. This can feel tedious and time-consuming but it’s
important that this font captures the key attributes of those that will be using it whether it’s your own brand or that of
a client’s.

WEB

PRINT

When in search of a web font, there are key things to look
for. Sans serif fonts are typically preferred over serif fonts
due to readability on web, particularly since text on screen is
typically a smaller point size..

Similarly to web, readability is very important when choosing a font.
Fortunately in print, you can have a little bit more fun with your type since
it will be a tangible thing that you can hold and turn any which way.

Spacing is very important in both print and web, both
vertically and horizontally. Terms to become familiar with
are kerning, tracking and leading if you’re not already. But, if
you’re using a web font, which you should be, these spacing
issues have already been addressed (one of the many great
things about purchasing licenses for both web and print
versions of your brand font). In order to achieve readability,
other things to consider are line lengths—it’s much easier to
read shorter lines of text than lines that stretch across the
width of your screen.
Lastly, it’s important to note that it is considered best
practice to purchase both web and print versions of your
brand font in order to maintain consistent branding across
mediums. For any fonts you use on the web, they should be
specifically licensed for web for legal purposes as well. Most
desktop fonts are licensed for print only, make sure to read
the fine print. If you’re not ready buy a web font license, you
should check out services such as Adobe Typekit, fonts.com,
Webtypes and Fontspring where you can try out a variety of
web fonts for much less money.

One thing to ask yourself is, how will the font be used? Will it be more of
an editorial piece or a large-scale message? If editorial, you could choose
one font for the headers and a different font for the body text. (Typewolf
is also a great resource for type pairing.) Some great fonts to start with are
the classics:
If you’re looking to create something at a larger scale, possibly consider
bolder, more condensed fonts such as Bebas Neue or Din Condensed.
Similar to web, it’s best practice to purchase licenses for fonts that you end
up choosing for yourself or your client. If for you client, best to provide a
heads up with regard to cost implications since there tends to be sticker
shock.
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worksheet: defining your
brand
COLORS
Primary Color 1:		

CMYK____________		

RGB___________ HEX #____________

Primary Color 2:		

CMYK____________		

RGB___________ HEX #____________

Primary Color 3:		

CMYK____________		

RGB___________ HEX #____________

Secondary Color 1:

CMYK____________		

RGB___________ HEX #____________

Secondary Color 2:

CMYK____________		

RGB___________ HEX #____________

Secondary Color 3:

CMYK____________		

RGB___________ HEX #____________

FONT
Headers:		

Font Name: ___________________________

Style: ____Bold ____Reg ___Italic

Sub-Headers:		

Font Name: ___________________________

Style: ____Bold ____Reg ___Italic

Body:			

Font Name: ___________________________

Style: ____Bold ____Reg ___Italic

LOGO
Primary Logo: [image of logo]
Horizontal Logo: [image of logo]
Black and White Logo: [image of logo]
Secondary Mark: [image of secondary mark]

RULES: [Define how the logo maay or may not be used (i..e never use the color logo on top of a photograph, do not
use the secondary logo without permission, etc)
1.

______________________________________________________

2.

______________________________________________________

3.

______________________________________________________

4.

______________________________________________________
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bonus: when to consider
rebranding
IT’S EASY TO CRAVE A FRESH LOOK AND FEEL WHEN YOU’RE WORKING WITH THE SAME
BRAND DAY AFTER DAY. BUT BRANDS ARE EQUAL PARTS ART AND SCIENCE AND YOU DON’T
WANT TO INVEST IN AN UPGRADE UNLESS SOMETHING HAS SHIFTED WITHIN OR AROUND
YOUR WORK.
Has the core purpose of your organization changed?
Your brand should be a reflection of the values and culture of your
organization, but most importantly it should stand for the vision of your
organization. If that vision starts to shift and if the work that you do whether its a product line you sell, a service you provide, or a community
you engage - starts to change, it might be time to consider updating your
brand.
Has your target audience shifted?
A strong brand is built with an audience in mind. From the shapes and the
typefaces to the colors and applications, your brand should reflect the
interests, values, and preferences of your target market. If that market
changes, if you’re trying to attract a new audience with a different set of
characteristics then you might consider updating your brand.
Has your competition evolved?
More often than not, brands are built to distinguish your work from the
competition. As much as they need to be a reflection of your organizations
vision and values and resonate with your target audience, they also need to
differentiate you from competitors in the same space. If your competition
has changed or you’re being confused for a different organization it might
be time to consider updating your brand.

Remember, no one of these is reason enough to move forward with a rebrand. This list is a starting point for consideration, a reminder
that being bored by an aesthetic isn’t reason enough to make a strategic switch. Building brands takes time and money, but building brand
recognition and loyalty takes so much more of both.
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